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fated duke, Alexander had already clearly indicated his prejudices against
France. It should also be noted that the Duc d'Enghien was not, as Dr.
Cresson states, the "grandson of the Great CondO." On page 19, the French
victory of Montmirail erroneously becomes .Mfontmiriel; while La Fere-
Chanpeniose is a strange rendering for La F re-Champenoise. It is also
rather surprising that the author seems to have made no use of the recent
studies of Webster on the Congress of Vienna. The greatest regret of the re-
viewer, however, is that Dr. Cresson has not elaborated one sentence of his
Introduction; "It is the author's 'elief that in the light of a renewed study of
the events which led to the declarations of the Monroe Manifesto, the motives
underlying recent policy tend to justify themselves as the continuing result
of historical experience." If this means that Dr. Cresson believes that the
policy of the present administration in holding the United States aloof from the
LAague of Nations is to be justified by the events of 1815-18z, it would be
extremely interesting to have his arguments.
Charles Seyvmour.
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